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Abstract—Hospital institutions are one of the most
serious organizations over the world, due to their core
duty in saving lives, by providing healthcare in an
efficient and swift way. Emergency Department (ED) is
the main entrance to the hospital, which takes on charge
the primary treatment of patients under a time restriction.
Many recent studies focused on minimizing the patient
Length Of Stay (LOS) by extending resources or altering
‗ED‘ organization (medical teams, scheduling, etc.),
without defecting the fundamentals processes. The
objective of this study is to improve patient care quality.
The improvement is based on resource extending, in
order to determine the suitable amount of resource to be
added, a Fuzzy Logic system was designed to calculate
the target improvement appropriated with the amount of
resource and the number of incoming patients. Then, a
colored Petri net simulation model was built to measure
the reached improvement by comparing it to the current
system state. The case study was realized at the ‗ED‘ of
Benaouda Benzerdjeb Hospital, located in Oran city,
Algeria. As the results of this study, the total patient
length of stay inside the ‗ED‘ was minimized, as well as
the rate of treated patients.
Index Terms—Emergency department, Patient flow,
Fuzzy Logic, System modeling, Hierarchical Colored
Petri Net, Simulation, Optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
The crucial duty of the emergency departments, which
is represented in saving lives by providing a swift and
high-quality treatment in a minimal duration, makes it an
important field of research through highlighting the
various reasons and issues, which affect the ‗ED‘
Copyright © 2019 MECS

performances. Emergency department decision makers
are facing many challenges, which are growing year after
year, with the increasing of the population, the
appearance of new diseases with inconsistent symptoms,
limited resources, and the difficulty of the prediction of
tense situations. Consequently, those facts lead to
congestion, a long length of stay, and it extends patient
waiting time in the ‗ED‘. Recently, simulation has
become a very flexible alternative modeling approach for
the evaluation of competing for health care interventions
[1], it helps also to conduct what-if scenarios to test and
analyze any proposed solutions before its implementation
in the real world. The absence of effective management
of patients‘ flows is one of the central reasons, which
leads to ‗ED‘ overcrowding. In the last decades, several
researchers such as [2-4] have significantly focused on
optimization of patient flows at different stages of the
‗ED‘.
Actually, the number of individuals who came to the
‗ED‘ in most Algerian hospitals is in increasingly, for a
variety of causes, comprising pauperization, growing in
pediatric consultations, aging of the population, and an
increase in the number of chronic diseases. Furthermore,
free and direct admission to this facility and specifically
consultation at any time of the day or night, whatever the
reason, those things raise the emergency department
management challenges. The modeling phase of such a
system is required due to the complication of its nature.
In this research, we use a colored Petri net framework
for modeling the case study system, in order to lift the lid
from the deficiencies of the actual ‗ED‘. The main
objective is presented in the improving of the
performance of the considered ‗ED‘, by adding the
appropriate amount of resource. However, the
determination of the needed amount of resource is not an
obvious decision, which in fact depends on the target
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2019, 9, 29-39
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improvement objective. Therefore, we build a Fuzzy
Logic system in order to calculate the target improvement
based on a set of inputs parameters represented in
resources amount and the number of incoming patients.
This paper is organized as follows. The first section
presents a literature review. The second section provides
a description of the case study ‗ED‘, including patient
admission process and the different ‗ED‘ key
performance indicators. Section three presents the
proposed approach, which includes two main phases.
Finally, we provide a general conclusion of the presented
work with future perspectives.

II. RELATED WORKS
Several recent researches [5-8] in the last twenty years,
have lifted the lid from different problems in healthcare
systems and focused on providing solutions to those
issues, specifically in EDs which they suffer from several
phenomena (overcrowding, resources lack, etc.).
Different methodologies and techniques in the literature
have applied in the process of modeling and optimization
of ‗ED‘ systems. Healthcare system investigation has
become a necessity to improve its performance over the
time, to achieve some goals, such as minimizing the
patient length of stay, reducing the charge of healthcare,
improving the employment of physical and human
resources, and amelioration the care conditions.
Simulation is one of the most used methods in operations
research, and nowadays it is commonly accepted as an
active method to assist management in evaluating
different operational substitutions.
An increasing number of studies use simulation in
modeling and optimizing EDs systems performances. In
the paper of [1], the authors have built a simulation model
of the registration procedure in a Chinese hospital based
on the collected data, they evaluate the model by
analyzing different parameters, then a new model was
designed based on the lacks of the old one. In a study [2],
researchers have focused on only triage acuity level-3
patients. They apply lean thinking in triage acuity level-3
patients in order to improve emergency department
throughput and waiting time. They reached a significant
reduction in the process time of discharged from 182 to
160 minutes and transferred patients observation from
186 to 176 minutes. They minimized the total length of
stay by 60 minutes, while for the waiting time they
achieved a reduction of 23 minutes.
In the work of [9], researchers have accomplished a
comprehensive review study to provide an understanding
for researchers on ‗ED‘ simulation modeling in terms of
presenting gaps to be focused in the future. Authors
found that Discrete Event Simulation (DES) modeling
methodology is commonly used in the studies, as well
many studies focus on patient length of stay, resource
utilization and the number of patients discharged as key
performance indicators (KPIs) of the ‗ED‘. Many
overcrowding measurement scores have proposed to
determine the level of ‗ED‘ overcrowding in an easy and
swift way. Among them, we mention Real-time
Copyright © 2019 MECS

Emergency Analysis of Demand Indicators (READI)
proposed [10] for the prediction of ‗ED‘ demand and
resource needs. Besides, there is the National ED
Overcrowding Study (NEDOCS) score [11], which is
used to evaluate the overcrowding of an ‗ED‘ in an
Iranian hospital.
In a study [12], authors evaluate the crowding scores;
The Emergency Department Work Index (EDWIN),
NEDOCS, and READI by assessing strengths and
weaknesses of each score, the evaluations were
performed by building a DES model of the ‗ED‘. Then
they used the model results to investigate each of the
‗ED‘ crowding scores under normal working conditions
and under two simulated outbreak scenarios in the ‗ED‘.
They conclude that employing both of NEDOCS and
EDWIN scores with proposed threshold values could
provide a real-time alert for clinicians to anticipate
impending crowding. Others [13] have focused on
improving time-to-bed to reduce ‗ED‘ congestions; they
recognize that unnecessary patient utilization of ‗ED‘
beds and communication interruption are the main
reasons causing bed turnaround delays. Authors proposed
a creating of a ‗Transitional Care Area‘, where stable
conditions patients could be transferred there to spend the
rest of their ‗ED‘ visit, as well the use of walkie-talkies to
improve communication during the bed turnaround
process, which it led to a decreasing of average time-tobed from 120 minutes to 66 minutes.
The use of Fuzzy Logic founds different application in
the area of control system design, where human expert
knowledge, rather than precise mathematical modeling,
of a process or a plant, is used to model/implement the
required controller. Uncertainty and ambiguity are
evident in many engineering problems. Fuzzy Logic
Control (FLC) therefore provides a formal method of
translating subjective and imprecise human knowledge
into control strategies, thus facilitating better system
performance through the exploitation and application of
that knowledge. In the paper of [14], the authors study the
care provision at hospital emergency departments. They
start with a traditional approach, based on queuing theory
and simulation models, and then applies a fuzzy approach
to the system to analyze the certainty levels provided by
the key parameters of the system. In a recent research
[15], an integrated fuzzy simulation approach was
realized, for the improvement of care quality in an ‗ED‘
of a large general hospital. The simulation model is
developed to cover the complete flow of patients in the
‗ED‘. Authors use a fuzzy simulation for the purpose to
find the best nursing schedule based on a minimum
patients‘ queue time.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY ED OF BENAOUDA
BENZERDJEB HOSPITAL
The studied emergency department belong to
Benaouda Benzerdjeb Hospital (Oran Hospital University
Center) which is one of the biggest hospitals in West of
Algeria. The ‗ED‘ receives more than 12000 patients
monthly; its doors are open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2019, 9, 29-39
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It is divided into two main sections; the first one is the
Surgical Emergency Service (SES), while the second is
the Medical Emergency Service (MES). The SES has a
capacity of 26 rooms, distributed in numerous units.
The first floor includes a reception room for
administrative procedures; a Vital Emergency Room
(VER), which is used for the treatment of patients under
shock; two rooms for radiology examinations, actually
only one is under use; two examination rooms, one for an
ultrasound and the other for a scanner. In the left side of
the entry, we found a waiting room and a general surgery
room, the last one includes a general surgeon, which has
his/her own subspecialty and performs more general work.
Critical abdominal pain is the most common emergency
presentation requiring surgery since the abdomen has
various organs, which may be causing the pain. Moreover,
it has a room for orthopedics and traumatology surgery
and thoracic and neurosurgical examination rooms.
Furthermore, on the same floor, the ‗ED‘ contains a
treatment room, fibro scope room, and a visceral unit for
patients, who suffering pain from their internal organs,
such as bladder, stomach, uterus, or rectum. At the most
left side, we found the septic operating room, which
includes two operating rooms. This room is the dedicated
place to perform a surgical operation, for patients which
their states need isolation to prevent the transmission of
infection. It exists only one septic operating room in the
whole west of Algeria.
The second floor of the studied ‗ED‘ is dedicated to the
surgical, and post operations. It includes a treatment room,
14 beds distributed between three rooms for post-surgery‘
patients before their orientation to another service, and an
antiseptic operating room, which includes four operating
rooms. The third floor is used for the hospitalization of
patients under shock, as well for the hospitalization of
medical injury patients. This floor contains 10
hospitalization beds shared between the SES and MES
sections.
The second section of the ‗ED‘, which is the MES, it
comprises a total of 12 rooms. At the entry, we have a
waiting room, which is used simultaneously for the
sorting process. Patients waiting for the availability of a
general doctor. Inside the MES, we found two medical
consultation rooms, one treatment room, and a
resuscitator room occupied by a specialist. The MES
contains three hospitalization beds for patients under
observation for a duration does not extend six hours, plus
six hospitalization beds for patients who require a
hospitalization period for more than 6 hours.
A. Patient admission flowchart
Patients‘ arrival to the ‗ED‘ is either walking (via
reception) or by an ambulance. Then, a sorting nurse will
sort those patients based on their signs and symptoms.
Next, according to their states, she will orient them to the
appropriated section of the ‗ED‘.
In this paper, we considered three main patients‘
classes; patients in different classes will have a different
treatment, thus diverse paths inside the ‗ED‘. Fig. 1
illustrates the possible paths of patients in the considered
Copyright © 2019 MECS
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‗ED‘. The flowchart offers a basis for the discrete event
simulation model. It is realized based on the existing
patients‘ flow inside the study system. The different
classes of patients are presented as follows:
•

•

•

Class 1: This class includes patients with a stable
state or less urgent state; it represents more than
40% of the admitted patients based on the
collected data of the two last years. Patients of this
class are directly consulted by a General
Practitioner (GP). Then, depending on each case,
the GP may or may not ask for supplementary tests.
In the case of the requirement of supplementary
tests, patients take the necessary tests and then
return to the GP to make its final judgment, before
its orientation to another service or discharge to
home.
Class 2: It contains patients who require medical
treatments, after the sorting operation, the patient
will be oriented to the medical unit. In the case
where the patient is in a non-conscious state, she
will be admitted in the reanimation unit to stabilize
its state. Then, based on a specialist decision, they
put her under observation before its discharge or
direction to the intensive care unit. In the other
case where the patient is in a conscious state, she
will be admitted directly into the intensive care
unit, before its discharge to home or reorientation
to another service.
Class 3: Patients in a critical case are affected to
this class, at the arrival of the patient she will be
admitted in the vital emergency room, which
includes a set of anesthesiologist and resuscitator
doctors. Then, depending on the case of patient,
she will be oriented to the medical unit or surgical
unit. In the case when a patient needs medical
treatment, she will follow the same path of the
second class‘ patients. In the other case when the
patient needs surgical treatments, she will be
assigned based on her case to the Orthopedics and
Traumatology (OTR) unit or to the visceral unit.

B. Emergency department key performance indicators
In this sub-section, we going to mention briefly the
used emergency department key performance indicators
(KPIs). The role of the KPIs is to measure the
performance of the ‗ED‘, to identify the lacks of the
system, which helps in targeting the precise sites to reach
a significant improvement of the study system. The
following KPIs are the most used in the literature:
•

•

The patient total length of stay: it provides a
global idea about the system, it represents the
duration of the patient inside the ‗ED‘, from its
entrance until its discharge or reorientation. The
limit of this indicator is that it does not provide a
precise view of system performance at the
different stage of patient admission process.
Leave without being seen (LWBS): it represents
the rate of patients, which they enter to the ‗ED‘,
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•

but left without been seen by a doctor, due to the
long waiting time.
The Door to Doctor Time (DTDT): it is the
amount of time between the arrival of the patient
and the first medical examination. This indicator
clarifies the system performance in the early stage

•

of patient admission.
Waiting times: taking into account the waiting
times of patient at the different stage of its
treatments, will provide a precise idea about the
care quality and it will help in the selection of the
right place to be optimized.

Fig.1. The different paths of patient admission process

IV. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we will discuss our proposed approach
for the improvement of patient care quality, which is
applied in a case study emergency department. We based
on patient total length of stay and the rate of treated
patients, as the main key performance indicators to
measure the provided care‘ quality. We will use Fuzzy
Logic to demonstrate the relation between the amounts of
available resource, the number of incoming patients, the
patient total length of stay in the ED and the rate of
treated patients, additionally to its help in the calculation
of the target output values based on a set of inputs
parameters. After the building of the Fuzzy system, we
will choose a set of input values appropriated with our
objective improvement target. Next, a Colored Petri
simulation model will be built to measure the proposed
improvement solution, by adding a minimal amount of
resources.
A. Phase 1: Measurement of the optimization target
values using Fuzzy Logic
In the current work, we use two-input two-output
Mamdani-type Fuzzy Logic Controller [16]. We going to
design a Fuzzy logic system, which helps us in the
determination of the target outputs, based on inputs
variables.
Copyright © 2019 MECS

In the following, we describe the different stages of the
fuzzy control for the appropriated amount of resource to
reach a target improvement (Fuzzification, fuzzy
inference and Defuzzification).
1. Fuzzification phase
During the development of a fuzzy control system,
membership functions are defined in three points:
•
•
•

The general shape of the membership functions
(MFs) is based on the particular problem
knowledge.
Some parameters belonging to the membership
function remain fixed in order to ensure the correct
system behavior in boundary conditions.
An adjustment method is performed for the
remaining parameters.

Each of the above input variables and output variables
are converted into its corresponding linguistic fuzzy set.
We have taken two inputs and two output to calculate
patients‘ total length of stay and the rate of treated
patients.
a. Inputs fuzzification
Fig. 2 presents the four membership functions of the
Resource amount: low, medium, high and very-high.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2019, 9, 29-39
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The choice of these membership functions have been
fixed after several tests.
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While Fig. 3 presents the three membership functions
of the Incoming: low, medium and high.

Fig.2. Resource amount‘ membership function

Fig.3. Incoming patients‘ membership function (estimated for one month)

b. Outputs fuzzification
The outputs of our fuzzy system are the patient length
of stay and the rate of treated patients. Figs. 4 and 5 show
their MFs. The patient length of stay is represented by

three fuzzy sets: short, medium, and long. While the
fuzzy sets for the rate of treated patient are low, medium,
and high.

Fig.4. Patient length of stay‘ membership function

Copyright © 2019 MECS
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Fig.5. Treated patients rate‘ membership function

2. Inference rules
Mamdani fuzzy inference [17] is the most commonly
seen fuzzy methodology and was among the first control
systems constructed using fuzzy set theory. In this work,
we applied Mamdani rule in the inference engine, which
is mainly based on Max-min values as well as maxproducts.

This step presents the inference rules elaboration to
determine the patient length of stay and the rate of treated
patients. It will be seen later that the number of potential
rules of reaction increases directly with the number of
labels of the variables. At end we have 12 fuzzy rules.
The following table summarizes the rules.

Table 1. Knowledge base
Rule
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

if

(Resource
-amount)

(Incomingpatients)

(Length-ofstay)

Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Veryhigh
Veryhigh
Veryhigh

Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High

Medium
Long
Long
Medium
Medium
Long
Short
Medium
Medium

(Treatedpatientsrate)
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Medium

Low

Short

High

Medium

Short

High

High

Medium

Medium

and

3. Defuzzification phase
Having put in place the membership functions and
inference rules established defining the behavior of the
controller, we choose a method of defuzzification. The
latter allows transforming the values of fuzzy control
domain to the real domain (physical variables). We opted
for the defuzzification method called "center of gravity
method discreet." This choice is usually conditioned by a
compromise between ease of implementation and
computational performance.
We have calculated and determinate the target output
values using the Fuzzy logic Toolbox of Matlab software.
Figs 6, 7 and 8, illustrate the relationship graphs of the
four input and output variables. We can observe that the
number of treated patients and the length of stay at the

Copyright © 2019 MECS

then

‗ED‘ depend on the available amount of resource and the
number of incoming patients.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the reached improvement
represented by the output variables when we increase the
resource number and decrease the number of incoming
patients. While Fig. 7 shows the current state of the
system, which has a capacity of seven resources. In order
to reach a significant improvement, ED‘ managers need
to raise the number of available resources to nine instead
of seven. Fig. 8 shows the reached output improvements
when we increased the number of resource to nine.
In the second phase, we will build a simulation model
to measure the impact of a proposed improvement
without extending the mentioned amount of resources.
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Fig.6. The relationship among Resource amount, Incoming patients, Length of stay and the rate of treated patients

Fig.7. The relationship among Resource amount, Incoming patients, Length of stay and the rate of treated patients of the current system configuration

Fig.8. Calculated output values in the case of the augmentation of resources by two units on the current amount

Copyright © 2019 MECS
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constructed. It offers a way to test different configuration
of many systems, without imposing a high cost.
In this study, we build a simulation model of a case
study ‗ED‘, the model was constructed based on system
observations, and numerous interviews with the medical
and administrative staffs of the ‗ED‘. The model is
established and validated to include the core
functionalities of the current ‗ED‘ procedures.
Hierarchical colored Petri nets were used to model the
system, which provides an excellent tool for the modeling
of such a dynamic system. CPN Tools is served to build
the model, our choice of this tool is due to its extensible
functionalities and it provides a powerful set of
components for the simulation phase to accomplish the
task in a swift and easy way. Fig. 9 shows the main page
of our ‗ED‘ model.
The basic stages of patient admission include sorting
operation, medical examination, supplementary tests, etc.
Each place of the model represents the state of patients‘
progress inside the system. The patient moves from place
to place passing by transitions, which represent the
different medical operations and decisions. The
exponential distribution function is used to model patient
arrival, which is adequate for this case. The patient is
modeled by a colored token; it is composed of numerous
attributes used for the collection of statistic information
about the patient. The model includes a set of places and
transitions some of the transitions are double border we
called them ―substitution transitions‖. Each of them
represents a subnet page of the main page in a
hierarchical manner.

B. Phase 2: System optimization using Colored Petri nets
simulation model
After the determination of the number of necessary
resources needed to reach a significant improvement, we
going to propose an improvement solution without
exceeding the predefined amount of resources. Then, we
measure the system performance after the proposed
solution and compare the results with the current system
state. For that purpose, we start by modeling the case
study system, using a Hierarchical Colored Petri Net
(HCPN) [18]. Then, we build a simulation model of the
current state of the ‗ED‘ using CPN Tools [19, 20]. The
model is designed based on a collected data of one year
from the concerned ‗ED‘. Later, we run many simulations
of the current system to compare the results with the
collected data, in order to validate the simulation model.
Finally, we execute many simulation replications of the
current system and the proposed improvement and make
a comparison between the results based on a set of KPIs
to demonstrate the reached improvement. The following
sub-sections will explain in detail the previously
described steps.
1. Simulation model
In the last decades, simulation becomes a widely
spread approach in various research‘ fields, due to its use
to measure the performance of existing and new designed
systems before their implementation in the real world. It
allows the designer to determine the correctness and
efficiency of a design before the system is actually
{}

CPN'Replications.nreplications 10

Patient Arrival
{}@+ExpDisTime(5.75)
newPatient()

Recepting patients

Patients arrived
PATIENT

p

1
po@+procTime

Patients registered

@+procTime

Registration

PATIENT
Patients in
less urgent state

ME
Medical Examination

PATIENT

p
p

p
Patients in
critical state
PATIENT

SO
Sorting Operation

p

Vital emergency
operation

Agent

input (p);
output (po, procTime);
action
calcSORTWT_IN(p);

p

[calcPatTotalWT(p)>=120]
Leaving

Patients
require STs
p

p
p

p

Patients
non-conscious

p

Patients in
urgent state
PATIENT

p
p

Patients
conscious

Patients with
visceral pain

p

p

Patients
in minor state

Require
instensive care ?

PATIENT
p

Intensive care unit
(hospitalization)

Patients
leave

OTR treatments
p

p

p

Treated visceral
patients

PATIENT

p

p
PATIENT

PD
Patient Discharge

p

Patients require
surgical operation
PATIENT

Treated OTR
patients
PATIENT

PATIENT

p

PATIENT
p

Home

PATIENT

p

Visceral treatments

p

Patients
require intensive
care

p

Patients require
OTR treatments
PATIENT

p

PATIENT

PATIENT

p

p

p

Reanimation

p

PATIENT

Patient
orientation

p

Patient conscious ?

p

Observation unit
(6hours)

Patients
dead 1
PATIENT

PATIENT

p

PATIENT

p

Patients with
STs results

p

Patients
LWBS

PATIENT

STs
Supplementary Tests

Patients
in stable state

p
p

short-stay
hospitaliszation

p

p

Patients after
successful operation
PATIENT

Another
Service

Surgical
operation

p

Patients
dead 2
PATIENT

p
PATIENT

Fig.9. Main page of the simulation model under CPN tools
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Patients in
less urgent state
In

PATIENT

p
@+procTime

ME Based
on STs results
P_HIGH

[calcPatTotalWT(p)<120]
1
@+procTime
GP

1

@+procTime
ME

N
input (p);
output (po,procTime);
action
calcMEWT_OUT(p);

input (p);
output (po,procTime);
action
calcME_BST_WT_OUT(p);

po@+procTime
po@+procTime
Patients after ME

p

PATIENT

p

((#require_st p) = 0
orelse (#require_st p)=2)

p

((#require_st p) = 1)
Filter patients
leave or did ST

Filter patients
requires ST

p
Patients with
STs results

In

Patients
leave

Out

PATIENT

p

Out

PATIENT

Patients
require STs
PATIENT

Fig.10. Medical Examination (ME) substitution transition subpage

In

Patients
require STs
PATIENT

p

3

p

[(#st_type p) = 1]

Radiologist
@+resProcTime

[(#st_type p) = 2]
radiology
exams

@+resProcTime
Scanner

input (p);
output (po,procTime,resProcTime);
action
calcST_RADIOWT_OUT(p);

1
Imaging
Specialist

input (p);
output (po, procTime,resProcTime);
action
calcST_SCANRWT_OUT(p);
po@+procTime

po@+procTime

Out

Patient with
STs results
PATIENT

Fig.11. Supplementary tests (STs) substitution transition subpage

As it is exposed in Fig. 9, patients pass by a sorting
nurse, which classifies patients based on their states.
Then, they will be oriented to the ―ME‖ place for medical
examination. Depending on the patient state, she may
require supplementary tests, so she moves to the place
―STs‖. The final step is represented in patient discharge
to home or transferred to another service.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the substitution transitions of the
medical examination and supplementary tests,
respectively. Due to the enormous size of the emergency
department, we going to focus on the treatment pathway
of class 1 patients, which they represent more than 40%
of the admitted patients. Emergency department doctors
and staffs validated the proposed model. Additionally, to
a comparison between the simulation results of the
current system and the collected data (see Table 2).
2.
Proposed improvement and simulation result
discussion
After we built the simulation model using a HCPN, we
Copyright © 2019 MECS

move on to the phase of system improvement. The main
objective is to provide ‗ED‘ managers an efficient
solution without a significant increase in the resource
amount. The proposed improvement scenario is chosen
based on our observations of system‘ flaws, with the help
of domain specialists, without exceeding the amount of
resource determined in the first phase. The solution
consists of adding two medical staffs in the concerned
area of the ‗ED‘, represented in one general practitioner
and a nurse. Then, we run the simulation of the proposed
scenario for a duration of one month, with ten
replications and we take the average results. Table 3.
shows the simulation results of the current system‘ state
with the proposed improvement scenario. For the current
system and the proposed scenario, we calculated the key
performance indicator, which includes in our case LWBS,
DTDT, LOS, waiting times, and tasks durations. The rate
of patients that LWBS is minimized by 7.2%, compared
to the current system. Additionally, we have reduced door
to doctor time from an average of 35.34 to 4.73 minutes,
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2019, 9, 29-39
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which represents an improvement percentage of 87%.
Regarding the waiting times, on one side, medical
examination waiting time has reduced by 90% of the
actual time. In the other side, due to the decrease of
LWBS patients, the waiting time of supplementary tests
has slightly increased from an average of 0.57 to 1.21
minutes. The total patient length of stay or LOS provides
a global view of system performance. The proposed
solution improves the LOS by 43.44% compared to the
existing time.
Table 2. Comparison between the collected data and the simulation
results of the current system‘ state
ED key performance indicators
DTDT (min)
LWBS (%)
LOS (min)
Sorting waiting time
Medical examination waiting time
Supplementary tests waiting time
Sorting duration
Medical examination duration
Supplementary tests duration

Collected
data
30-40
7
70-75
0
30-40
0-1
1-2
10-20
40-90

Simulation
results
35.34751
7.2
72.89522
0.28704
35.75160
0.57505
1.50232
15.17067
59.44341

Table 3. Simulation results of the current system‘ state with the
proposed improvement scenario
ED key performance indicators
DTDT (min)
LWBS (%)
LOS (min)
Total waiting time
Sorting waiting time
Medical examination waiting time
Supplementary tests waiting time
Total tasks duration
Sorting duration
Medical examination duration
Supplementary tests duration

Benchmark
scenario
35.34751
7.2
72.89522
36.23203
0.28704
35.75160
0.57505
36.66318
1.50232
15.17067
59.44341

Improveme
nt scenario
4.73362
0
41.22892
4.13990
0.29797
3.43282
1.21098
37.08901
1.49874
15.17848
60.42022

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, simulation results show the efficiency of
the proposed control architecture, which uses Fuzzy
controller to implement a hybrid approach based on
hierarchical colored Petri nets and a fuzzy controller. The
purpose of this combination is to optimize the number of
treated patients and to minimize the total patient length of
stay inside ‗ED‘. A Fuzzy logic system was designed to
demonstrate the relationships between the amount of
resource, number of incoming patients, total patient
length of stay and the rate of treated patients.
Furthermore, Fuzzy logic provided aid in the
determination of the needed amount of resource, based on
the calculated outputs values. Then, hierarchical colored
Petri net was used to model the system, which helps in
the identification of system‘ issues. Later, a simulation
model was built using CPN Tools, in order to measure the
impact of a proposed solution. As results, we reached
Copyright © 2019 MECS

significant improvements of 43.44%, 87% in term of
LOS, DTDT, respectively. While the LWBS was
minimized by 7.2%. As perspectives, taking into account
the different classes of patients (critical, urgent), by
applying the same approach will provide an interesting
improvement of the system.
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